Shower Stool
72715-2000 Non-Rotating Shower Stool
72715-2100 Rotating Shower Stool

Parts List:
1. Seat - 1 each
2. Leg - 4 each
3. Turntable – 1 each (Rotating model only)
4. Slip disk – 1 each (Rotating model only)

To Assemble:
1. Place seat upside down on a flat surface
2. Insert legs into the recesses of the seat
   (see figure 1) by applying a firm downward pressure until the leg is fully engaged
3. Upright seat
4. Place slip disk on top of seat; aligning the center holes (rotating version only-see figure 2)
5. Place turntable over seat and insert the center stem through both center holes of the slip disk and seat (rotating version only-see figure 2)

Adjusting the Legs:
1. Rotate the leg extension and disengage from the leg
2. Insert the leg extension into the desired slot until fully engaged

Care and Maintenance:
1. Clean with a non-abrasive cleaner
2. Periodically inspect all components for damage or looseness

Warning:
• Do not stand on the shower stool for any reason
• Do not use this product without first reading and understanding the instruction sheet
• Weight capacity - 300 lb. (136.36 kg)